
T
he innovative technology incor-
porated into the Mathews line of
bows is legendary and the com-

pany’s aggressive marketing approach
has made Mathews products among
the most sought after by shooters. Matt
McPherson started his company in 1992
and has never looked back. Besides
being a musician, businessman, engi-
neer and innovator, McPherson is a
humanitarian who puts people first.
McPherson runs his company the way
he conducts his life, with loyalty and
concern for his family, employees and
customers. As a result, he has estab-
lished a loyal and dedicated group of
business owners who are proud to sell
Mathews products.

I attended the Mathews Dealer
Show held at the Chula Vista Resort in
Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin from
December 6-8. Judging from dealer and
vendor comments, it was a win-win situ-
ation for everyone. This year personnel
from nearly 350 pro shops across the
country were on hand to check out and
shoot the latest models of Mathews,
Mission and Genesis bows and to speak
to about 105 vendors who license the
Mathews Lost camouflage pattern or
sell Mathews licensed products.

Mathews introduced the Lost
Camouflage pattern in 2007 and today,
through a licensing agreement between
Mathews and other manufacturers, it’s
used on clothing, arrows, stabilizers and
just about any other archery accessory a
bowhunter might want or need. Dealers
love the fact they have exclusive rights to
sell these licensed products and that they
don’t have to worry about being under-
sold by the big box stores. This is one

example of how Mathews takes care of its
dealers and how the company supports
its retailer base. Dealers we spoke to said
Mathews branded products were an easy
sell because many Mathews bow owners
want their bow accessories to match their
bow. As a result, dealers with whom we
spoke said profits have increased and
sales have risen. In addition, the shop
owners we spoke to all told ArrowTrade
Mathews puts them first and treats them
not only with respect, but as part of the
Mathews family.“Customer service is first
rate. They stand behind their products

First Major Show of the Season

More than a thousand people were on hand for dinner and entertainment on Tuesday
evening. Mike Rayburn, a world class guitarist and noted stand up comic performed
before the crowd. Rayburn is also an innovative speaker and has presented for hundreds
of the world’s leading corporations. Rayburn’s “Classically Trained—Comically Derailed”
one man show proved to be a perfect combination of masterful guitar and clever come-
dy. His performance ended with a standing ovation.

The arrows on the floor surrounding the
iron covered target proved the bull’s eye
was not very easy to hit shooting bows
without sights. Despite this drawback a
number of shooters were able to find the
center of the target and move to the next
round.

Dealers were able to shoot the whole line of Mathews and Mission bows during the
three day show. Cecil Rudick of McRory, Arkansas is shown here shooting a Mathews Z7.
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and my customers appreciate that,” said
one dealer.

Manufacturers I spoke to all report
a dramatic increase in sales since plac-
ing the Mathews Lost Camouflage pat-
tern on their products.“Our volume had
almost doubled since we put the Lost
Camo on our scents and lures,” said
Matt Strasmer of Real Scents, a family
owned and operated business in
Millersburg, Pennsylvania. “It’s been a
very wise decision for us,” he added.

Mathews branded products are
only available through Mathews dealers
while products decorated in the Lost
Camo pattern can be obtained through
approved distributors such as Pape’s
and Kinsey's.This gives dealers access to
a product a customer may be looking
for but one they may not have in stock.

For 2011, the new Lost Camo AT is
the exclusive camouflage pattern for
the Mission line of bows. John DuMars,
Marketing Coordinator for Mission
Products told ArrowTrade the Mission
line is the next step between Genesis
and Mathews products. “Our product

line is intended for the price conscious
consumer,” DuMars said.“We developed
it with the intent of bringing new peo-
ple into the sport of archery and it has
provided us with a new customer base
which we weren’t part of before. As a
result, we’ve seen a tremendous growth
in the Mission line over the past five
years. For the retailer, we’re offering a
product they’ve never carried before
and this has supported customer needs.
Mission products are designed to
appeal to a specific customer price cat-
egory and so we offer several different
Mission models at a low to moderate
price point,” DuMars added.

It should be noted that every penny
of profit from the sale of Mission prod-
ucts and all the licensing revenue from
Lost camo products goes to missionary
work around the world. People and
especially children in countries such as
Brazil, China, India and Russia have ben-
efited from Matt McPherson’s desire to
help people not only in this country but
wherever there is great need. DuMars
noted the Mathews dealer show has
grown every year since its inception
three years ago and there is every indi-
cation it will continue to get not only
bigger, but better as well.

See the following pages for cover-
age of many of the participating
exhibitors from this winter’s show.

Proves Hit for Dealers, Exhibitors
By Mike Raykovicz

Ten seminars held over the three day
show were of interest to many dealers.
Here, Mathews Director of Engineering,
Gary Simonds gives dealers a comprehen-
sive overview on the physics and engi-
neering behind a modern bow. Topics
included: reflex/deflex design, brace
height, bow hand torque, the forgiveness
factor of a modern bow and the effect of
hand torque in relationship to a given
draw length.

Following the Tuesday night dinner, shooters lined up to compete in the Mathews Iron
Buck Shoot Out. Each participant shot one arrow at a yellow bulls-eye surrounded by a
steel band. Equipment and arrows were provided by Mathews and Carbon Express. Each
competitor hitting the yellow bull’s eye went on to shoot the next round. This continued
until there were only two shooters left. The winners received either a Land Master UTV
by American Sportsman or a Wyoming mule and antelope hunt with Table Mountain
Outfitters. Tim Strickland from Montrose, Colorado won the antelope, whitetail hunt and
Bill Pellegrino from Bill Pellegrino’s Archery Hut in Colorado Springs, Colorado won the
UTV grand prize shown at the right.
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Eric Price (left) of the Burt
Coyote Company discusses the company’s new pink Signature
Lumenok with John Chalmette of Chalmette Bow Accessories
located in Wenzel, Louisiana. Price said the pink Signature and
Lumenok X nocks were introduced in conjunction with the
Pink Arrow Project to increase awareness of breast cancer. The
Lumenok Signature is made using a Bohning Signature nock
and in addition to pink, will also be available in green or red.
Price said the most significant thing about the pink nock is that
it is designed to survive extremely hard hits. New for 2011 is a
Polymeric Battery Holder that allows easy battery replacement
and permits the use of the green Lumenok in Super Uni-
Bushing equipped shafts of larger diameter. With the use of
crossbows being approved for hunting in more areas across
the country,Price said his company is offering dealers complete
crossbolt assemblies to save them time preparing shafts and
squaring the ends of arrows. The Lumenok equipped carbon
bolts come in 20 and 22 inch lengths and are fletched with four
inch vanes.They weigh 338 and 345 grains respectively and can
be tipped with any point the shooter chooses. Burt Coyote can
be reached at (309) 358-1602.

Matt Smith of October Mountain Products is shown
holding the new Mathews SE4 Parallel Limb Bow Kickstand
decorated in the Lost camouflage pattern. The SE4 Kickstand
fits all Mathews Z7 models and any other Mathews bow with
a SE4 limb. Smith noted for 2011, the company is featuring the
Light Stryke Laser Bowfishing sight in their Fin-Finder line of
bowfishing equipment. The powerful 5mW Green Laser dif-
fracts in water so all a bowfisherman needs to do is to aim and
shoot. Because the archer can aim dead on, the Light Stryke
takes the guesswork out of aiming. A remote pressure switch
activates the laser on demand and it works at night or in full
daylight. Smith noted OMP is
also introducing the new
Versa Cradle 360 degree Bow
Vise (photo at right) which
can be used to service both
traditional compound as well
as crossbows. For additional
information on these or any
other October Mountain
Products call (717) 653-9074.

Author’s Note: To help understand
the special relationship the Mathews
and Mission brands seem to have with
the retailers that carry them, I asked half
a dozen retailers these questions. “How
has being a Mathews and Mission deal-
er helped your retail business and how
has selling Mathews licensed products
helped your bottom line?” Their
responses and photos appear on this
and the following left-hand pages.

“For one thing, Mathews is our
number one selling bow line. That in

itself brings a lot of customers through
the door. In addition, because Mathews
puts a great deal of money into their
advertising we derive a lot of benefit
from that. We are one of the few
Mathews dealers in our area so all we
have to do is tell customers who we are
and where we’re located and they come
to our store.With our local and Mathews
national advertising we benefit greatly
because it brings customers through
the door. In addition, Mathews will send
dealers a complete commercial in any
format necessary so all we have to do is
add our shop name and shop logo and
we can run this ad on local television.
Many of our customers are partial only
to Mathews products and, because they
can only get the licensed ones from an
authorized Mathews dealer, it drives the

sale of accessories for us. We’re very
pleased with the arrangement,” Tom
Pappas of Neil’s Archery, Endicott, New
York said in summary.

Tom Pappas
Neil’s Archery 
Endicott, New York
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We spoke to
Axion Archery’s Dave
Potts about the com-
pany’s popular and
functional Axion
Stabilizers including
their Silencers and GLZ
Gridlock models. These
stabilizers feature
Mathews Harmonic
Dampers and the heav-
ier Mathews Harmonic
Stabilizers and, accord-
ing to Pottts, have sold
very well. Not content
with past success,Potts told ArrowTrade the company is offering
eight new products for 2011 including the new DNA Series of
Drop Away Arrow Rests shown mounted on the bow in this
photo. All of the new DNA rests rotate on two ball bearings and
include a Double Spiral Arrow Lift and Lock System.These rests
are 100 percent full capture and offer total vane clearance.They
even adjust for different arrow diameters and the arrow can be
locked in while hunting. The Pro Series features three Mathews
harmonic dampers that make every shot smooth and quiet.
Rests with the Mathews harmonic dampers are Mathews dealer
exclusive products and are
available in Lost, APR or
black. Axion Archery can
be reached at (330) 343-
0900.

In the photo at right
Joe Humpert (left) of Bad
River Outdoors explains
the configuration of the
new rangefinder bracket
now found on all Bad
River Sights to Randy
Moose of Lyndon’s
Riverview Sports located
in Taylorsville, North
Carolina. According to

Humpert, the new rangefinder design enhances a hunter’s
field of vision especially if he’s using more than three pins for
hunting. This year, Bad River is co-marketing with Copper
John sights to incorporate their rangefinder feature into the
Copper John line of sights. Humpert said there was a great
deal of interest shown in the new design and that he was
enthusiastic about the number of potential new customers to
whom he spoke. Humpert said the Mathews show was a great
show because it brought together a lot of serious people
looking for good products. He noted Bad River Outdoors gets
a lot of exposure to quality people by attending the show.
“Mathews does a great job,” he added. Contact the company
at (989) 642-2345 for additional information.

Below, Chris (left) and Bob Deston of BCY Bowstring
speak with Wayne and Vicki Marler of Vic’s Archery located in
St. Joseph, Missouri about BCY’s new Force 10 bow string.The
new string is made of SK78 Dyneema material and is
designed specifically for use on crossbows. According to Bob
Deston, SK78 Dyneema is the strongest fiber available and
has the smallest amount of creep or stretch in any HMPE (high
modulus polyethylene) fiber. Deston said the crossbow busi-
ness is booming and demand for the SK78 string material has
been growing with it. For more information on SK78 or any
BCY product contact the Connecticut manufacturer at (860)
632-7115.

“Being an authorized Mathews
dealer has helped my business greatly
because it narrows the field to just a few
dealers. When customers come into my
shop there’s a big enough margin on
Mathews, Mission and other Mathews
licensed products so that I can spend
additional time with customers. In addi-
tion, the licensed products create a
niche of products that the guy down
the street doesn’t have or, that the big

box stores can’t sell. I’ve been a
Mathews dealer for 15 years and doing
taxidermy for 27 years and as a retailer
I’m always looking for something no
one else has in terms of high end prod-
ucts,” this Wisconsin dealer told me.

“Anything connected with
Mathews is high end and the products
have a higher profit margin for me. It’s
all about the bottom line. I hand pick
what I sell my customers and I only sell
them what I would use myself. I have to
believe in the product so I only sell
Mathews and Mission products because
they are a dealer only brand that have
had a positive influence on my busi-
ness,” Albrecht said in closing.

John Albrecht
Albrecht Taxidermy
Brodhead, Wisconsin
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Brian Bychowski
(left) of Pine Ridge
Archery Products shows
Tom Jakusz of Bucks N
Bulls Archery in Plover,
Wisconsin the new Soft
Feel Kisser Buttons now
being offered by the
company. The new kisser
buttons come in either a
slotted version that can
be slipped on over the
bowstring, or a slide on
model that fits over the
loop at the end of the string.They come in eight bright col-
ors to match any bow setup and once installed, they can’t
move. Bychowski also demonstrated the new Nitro Buttons,
vibrant string dampers and silencers that also come in eight
bright colors and will be sold in a display giving dealers six of
each color kisser button and 25 of each color string damper
and silencer. According to Bychowski, Nitro Buttons add both
style and function to a bow since they eliminate nock
pinch and increase arrow speed making them the per-
fect accessory for archers looking to get a little extra
speed from their old bow. Bychowski said Pine Ridge
designed the brilliant colors to match the various
string colors, bows and accessories on the market so,
regardless of what color accessories an archer has on
his or her bow, they have a color to match. Information
on these and other Pine Ridge Products can be
obtained by calling the company toll free at (877) 746-
7434.

In the photo at right, Lennie Rezmer (left)
Executive Vice President at Eastman Outdoors dis-
cusses the features of the new Carbon Express
Amped-XS arrow with Jim Belcher of Sky Archery
located in Brighton, Michigan. The new Amped and
Terminator Lite arrows are designed for young or
beginning shooters and are being offered in the
Mission edition line. Rezmer said both shafts are craft-
ed from extremely durable composite material and are

designed for durability and affordabili-
ty. “The Amped is perfect for a young
shooter who might be looking for an
arrow with an interchangeable point
system,” Rezmer told ArrowTrade. “The
Mission Edition Terminator Lite arrows
combine high performance with high
value and are crafted to provide superi-
or strength and straightness and, they

are only offered
through autho-
rized Mission deal-
ers,” he added.
Rezmer also stated
the Mathews

Edition Maxima Hunter arrow is now crafted using a patented
Dual Spine Weight Forward technology and is the most
proven and reliable premium grade 100 percent carbon
arrow in the Carbon Express line. To obtain additional infor-
mation of these or other Eastman products contact Eastman
International at (810) 720-8790.
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“Selling Mathews branded and
licensed products makes us a well round-
ed retailer because we sell other sporting
goods as well. Because we carry the
Mathews line it makes us stand out from
the other dealers in our area. By adding
Mathews and its licensed products our
profits have just about doubled. Being a
new company, I don’t know what we
would have done without Mathews. Our

customers are not only buying Mathews
bows, they’re buying hunting apparel
and looking for other products with the
Mathews logo. If we can get them in the
door we have the opportunity for selling
them a bow and for sure, the Mathews
name is bringing them in.”

“Mathews and Mission bows are the
only bows we sell with the Mission line
being more popular. The National
Archery In The Schools and 4-H programs
in our area creating new interest in
archery among young people. On the
other hand, our older, more experienced
customers will spend the extra money
and buy the Mathews bow. We talked to
other bow manufacturers but our experi-

ence with Mathews has been first rate.
Their customer service is wonderful and
their shipping is great.Their products get
to us on time and their buyer incentives
help us a lot as well,”Walter said.

Jonathan Walter
Shotmaster 10X
Albemarle,
North Carolina
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Jay Rogers (left)
of Edge by Expedite
points out the fea-
tures of the new Edge
Bow Butler to John
Lubscher of AJ’s
Archery in Cazenovia,
New York. Rogers said
the Bow Butler is
designed for home or
tournament shooting
and will hold a shoot-
er’s bow while they retrieve their arrows. The unit will hold a
shooter’s arrows when they are shooting and will store the

arrows when they are not shooting. It is
available to Mathews dealers in Lost Camo
or in black for other dealers. Rogers also
noted that Edge by Expedite has formed a
new partnership with M2D camo and now
offer an entire line of clothing in the M2D
line. For more information call the manu-
facturer at (800) 810-7471.

Extreme Archery Products now pro-
vides a full lifetime warranty on all its prod-
ucts except those in
the Shrink Fletch line.

New this year is Extreme Archery’s Raptor
Sight series featuring an aggressive
design and advanced molded wire tech-
nology. Mark Whitt (left in photo at right),
the president of Extreme Archery, is pic-
tured explaining the features of the
Raptor 950 to Barry Gensemer of Woody’s
Sporting Goods in Wernersville,
Pennsylvania. Whitt said the new Raptor
950 and Raptor 911 offer laser engraved
windage and elevation marks to ensure
precise adjustment and every part is CNC
machined and hand fit to exact tolerance.

A rheostat controlled purple haze light comes standard as
does a machined sun shade with a laser engraved logo.
Extreme Archery
Products can be
reached at (606)
928-9447.

Shane Renard
(left), Ben Afshari
(center in photo at
right) and Craig
Warmington were
on hand to inform
Mathews dealers
about the new
products Vital
Gear is offering for
2011. The new DefendTech Sight System incorporates epoxy
coated, stainless steel tubing in the 100 percent machined
sight pins. The sight guards are made from strong, 6061 T6
aluminum and are fully guaranteed to be free from defects.
The Venture model features an innovative design with two
fixed pins and one movable pin on a rack and pinion for sim-
ple, precise adjustment. A Nomadic Stabilizer is incorporated
in the sight bracket to dampen vibration. In addition to the

new sights, Vital Gear is intro-
ducing two new arrow rests
for 2011. The Full Capture
Magnitude and Full Capture
Vital Trap rests use a patent-
ed technology that uses
super fast magnets instead of
a spring to operate the rest.
Both rests can be used in a
full-capture mode when
hunting or as a conventional
arrow rest for competition or
practice. Call Vital Gear for
additional information at
(859) 253-1003.

“I’m a Mathews and Mission only
dealer and I like the customer service
the company provides,” Dave Andrews
told me. “Mathews stands behind its
products so I don’t have to sell five dif-
ferent brands of bows to stay in busi-
ness. The company offers everything a
customer needs. After my customers
tried a Mathews bow they didn’t want
to shoot anything else so, now I only
carry Mathews,” said this retailer who is
known by his fan as ‘The Bow Nazi’ for

his strong views on what equipment is
right for his customers.

“The Mission line allows us to sell a
lower priced bow line at good quality
with a Mathews warrantee and backed
by Mathews customer service,”Andrews
continued. “The Mission line has all the
great customer services offered by the
high end Mathews products and many
of the Mathews licensed products defi-
nitely sell well in our area.”

“Mathews truly takes care of its
dealers and because this show is small-
er than the ATA the company can inter-
act more effectively with its dealers,”
Andrews said. “In addition, this show is
well liked and attended by their
licensees and it’s getting bigger. It’s far
more personal than going to the ATA.

From the perspective of a small manu-
facturer selling a Mathews licensed
product, the show is important because
it puts the weight of a big company like
Mathews behind them and prevents
other non-Mathews retailers from sell-
ing their product.”

Dave Andrews
Andrews Archery
Frackville,
Pennsylvania
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According to Brian
Anderson, for 2011 G5 is
putting the Mathews Lost
camo pattern on their Optix
line of bow sights as well as
on their Magloc bow quivers.
“Since Mathews has devel-
oped the Lost Camo pattern,
we’re now putting it on all of
our bow sights, quivers and
arrow rests
and this
has been
r e c e i v e d
very well.
M a t h e w s
has got us
into a lot
of dealer’s

stores that we didn’t do business with
before,” Anderson told ArrowTrade. He also
noted G5 now has a secondary company
called GDEC which is a decorating compa-
ny that does Lost Camo finishing with com-
panies who strictly use the Lost camou-
flage pattern on their products. Call G5 at
(866) 465-8836 for additional information.

Justin Lowry (right in photo at right)
and Clinton Cramer (left) of Kramer’s Wood

and Metal Works in Fredricksburg, Texas look over the
Mathews dealer exclusive Grim Reaper broadheads which
now feature a new, solid steel, bone crushing “V notch”tip.The
Mathews Edition Fixed blade broadheads with Airfoil tech-
nology are equipped with razor sharp trailing edges that cut
going in and coming out of the animal producing maximum
effectiveness. The Airfoil technology also reduces noise and
improves flight characteristics. According to Lowry, the com-
pany combined the best design features of its Razortip heads
and incorporated them with the “V” notch design to give

Mathews cus-
tomers the
ability to re-
sharpen the tip
so that the
head will still
crush bone.The
100 grain tips
are available
with either a
1.5 or 2.0 inch
cut while the
fixed blade
model features
a 1-3/16 inch
cut. Contact
Grim Reaper
Broadheads at
(877) 474-6732.

Single-Caliper Releases    Double-Caliper Releases   String Loop Releases    Back Tension Releases

606-663-2734 |   techsupport@scottarchery.com |   www.scottarchery.com
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Irene Hulse (pictured at right) told
ArrowTrade the Mathews Show was
going very well for Kinsey’s and that
the Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania distributor
was excited to be a part of it. “We’ve
even produced a catalog of Mathews
officially licensed products from which
only authorized Mathews dealers can
order and we carry Lost Camo licensed
products that are available to all Kinsey
dealers,” Hulse told
ArrowTrade. “We’ve had an
overwhelming dealer
response because we’re a
distributor of Mathews
licensed products. This
gives the Mathews retailer
another option to get
these products in their store and through us they can buy only
the quantity they need. We have these items in stock so this
gives the Mathews dealer another avenue for getting the need-
ed items into their customer’s hands as soon as possible,”Hulse
added. Contact Kinsey’s at (800) 366-4269.

As you can see, Kinsey’s had a number of their catalogs on
hand including the Mathews
dealer only catalog, a catalog
listing December specials, a
special gift catalog and the
regular Kinsey product cata-
log available for all dealers.

Alpine Archery is now
using Mathews Lost AT cam-
ouflage on all of its Bearclaw
and Soft Loc quiver systems.
The Soft Loc is a quiet, mid-
priced quiver that can actual-
ly reduce vibration when
mounted on the bow. Larry
Hoyt (photo at left) told

ArrowTrade using the Mathews Lost Camo pattern on the com-
pany’s quivers and other bow accessories has definitely
increased the company’s business. He said he was pleased the
way the show was going and was very happy with dealer
inquiries. Contact Alpine at
(208) 746-4717.

John Marshall (left in
photo at right) is the CEO of
NuFletch Archery,LLC and
here he demonstrates the
ease with which an arrow
can be refletched with
Mike and Deborah Olden
of Mr. O’s Archery Pro Shop
in Newport, Vermont.
Marshall said his company
is now offering the
NuFletch system in a com-
petition model.The new system was developed in concert with
Carbon Express and is called the Plug N’ Play. It is designed for
use with the Carbon Express Fat Boy,LineJammer and CXL series
of arrows.“We’ve been into the hunting end of the market since
2009 and now we’re entering the competition end,” Marshall
told ArrowTrade. “We will be using the Fusion vane by Norway
Industries for 2011,” he added. For more information on the

NuFletch system
contact the com-
pany at (850) 543-
0547.

At left, Amber
Hudson and Dan
Fisher had an easy
time explaining
the features of
AAE’s new Pro
Drop limb activat-
ed fall-away arrow
rest by using the
giant show model.

“Selling Mathews licensed products
has help us immensely because we
know we have quality merchandise,”
the Rudicks told me. “By selling
Mathews licensed products, we don’t
have to compete with the big box stores
because we’re selling products they
can’t sell so, this drives our business.
Selling Mathews licensed products has
made our job easier because so much
like advertising is already taken care of
and by the fact there is a good working

team behind the product. It makes
sense for us to stock Mathews products
because they are an easy sell. All we
have to do is stock them and because of
Mathews advertising, it seems they sell
themselves.”

“Here at the show, we obtain a lot of
information about various products in
addition to a great deal of technical
information and this makes running our
shop much easier. The best thing about
this show is that we get to meet won-
derful people including fellow retailers
and manufacturer’s representatives. It’s
not all business all the time. We’ve
developed a working relationship with
many customers over the course of 17
years and being a Mathews dealer,
we’ve found just when we think things

are good, they get better. When we get
back to the shop after the show we are
totally refreshed and feel good about
what we’re doing. Mathews treats you
like family and that’s important.”

Cecil & Melinda Rudick
Rudick Hunting
& Dog Supply
McCrory, Arkansas
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The Pro Drop is micro adjustable for both windage and eleva-
tion and features a silent urethane over-molded spring steel
launcher arm. Fisher told ArrowTrade AAE’s new DOA full cap-
ture drop-away rest will work perfectly with arrow speeds up to
380 feet per second.The DOA features ball bearings for smooth
action and stays up even when an archer lets down. Hudson
said she and Fisher love coming to the Mathews show because
it’s held at a good time of year and dealers seemed eager to buy.
She also said they were very busy writing orders and that things
were going very well for them. Arizona Archery Enterprises, Inc.
can be reached at (928) 772-9887.

Here Mickey
Geracitano and
Erlene Shirley
(left two in photo
at left) were on
hand represent-
ing Pape’s Inc., a
leading world-
wide distributor
of archery, muz-
zleloading, and
camping equip-
ment, in addition
to air guns and
ATV accessories.
Geracitano told

ArrowTrade Pape’s bases its reputation on being a reliable
source for archery and related hunting items and that the
company is an authorized distributor for Mathews licensed
products. Shirley said the main reason the pair were at the
Mathews show was due to the excellent response the com-
pany received from dealers at last year’s show and noted the
interest shown this year seemed even better. Founded in
1945, Pape’s has been the benchmark in service and selection
within the industry. With over 1 million cubic feet of ware-
house space, Pape’s provides dealers with access to over
20,000 items at all times throughout the year. Contact the
Pape’s team at (800) 727-3462.

According to Chuck Pella (photo at lower right) Paradox
Products continues to offer new patterns in the line of
bowslings and for 2011, the company has expanded the
selection of existing models. This year, Paradox is offering the
SG and NG sling series in the Realtree AP camouflage pattern.
Both slings feature high quality leather and a new, matching
braided strap. SG models
come with a stainless
steel grommet installed
on the leather mount
while the NG models do
not. Pella noted Paradox
is now offering a new
leather model sling fea-
turing high quality
American leather manu-
factured in the United
States and the leather is
finished with the same
Lost camouflage film

used to camouflage Mathews bows.The result, Pella said, is an
exceptional look and a perfect match. Pella told ArrowTrade
this is the third year his company has been represented at the
Mathews Dealer Show and he’s seen an increase in both the
number of attendees and manufacturers present. “The show
is growing and a business needs to be on the growing end of
things. As a result, it is very important for us to be here. This
show provides a very relaxed atmosphere for dealers and
vendors alike and as a result, everyone is more at ease. The
Mathews dealer show has proven to be an important part of
our annual sales and marketing thrust,” Pella stated. For addi-
tional information
on Paradox prod-
ucts contact the
company at (610)
593-6900.

Kevin Fry (left
in photo at right)
describes the fea-
tures of Quality
Archery Designs’
(QAD) new HDX
model Ultra Rest
to Donald Barrett
of Barrett’s Bow
Hunting Supply
located in Elmira
Heights, New York.
Fry said QAD
redesigned the
overall look of its
popular drop away
rest so that it
appears sleeker
and to give it more
versatility. The
HDX has all the
features of the HD model but features a newly designed cap-
ture bar which has been curved to accommodate the lower
mounted cable guards found on some bow models. Fry said
QAD is now offering their popular rests in custom colors for
2011 (see photo). Fry told ArrowTrade by partnering with
Mathews, QAD has definitely received more space in Mathews
dealerships.“Because this show is smaller and Mathews dealer
specific, it allows us to spend more time with individual dealers.

I’ve spoken to a lot of dealers
just on the first day,” Fry stated.
Contact QAD at (800) 932-4868
to find out more about the new
HDX or other QAD models.

Real Scent is a family
owned and operated business
located in Millersburg,
Pennsylvania. According to
Real Scent manager Pat
Strawser, all Real Scent lures
are collected and placed into
containers within seconds of
their release by the deer. They
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are then filtered, bottled and
kept in cold storage to ensure
total freshness. Strawser (in
photo at right) told ArrowTrade
by using the licensed Mathews
Lost camouflage pattern on their
products the company was able
to build relationships with stores
and dealers they may never have
met otherwise. “We’ve been
building a relationship with deal-
ers for the past three years and
our attendance at the Mathews
show has almost doubled our retail base. In one year, we went from having our prod-
ucts in about 200 stores to having them in over 400.Going with Mathews proved to be
a real shot in the arm for us,” Strawser said. Strawser noted the company’s flagship
product Pure Heat and the new Pure Scrape decorated with the Lost camouflage pat-
tern, are exclusive to Mathews dealers and deliver a 40 percent margin. A free counter
display is included with each 12 pack order. Real Scent can be reached by calling (888)
605-2825.

In this image, Tricia Jeppesen (center) and Melissa Banks adjust the new Tree
Spider Safety Vest for Dennis
Redden of Kentucky Lake
Outdoors located in Calvert City,
Kentucky. According to Joe
White, vice president of sales for
Robinson Outdoors, Tree
Spider Safety Equipment is a
whole new division for the com-
pany and includes the Speed
Harness, Speed Vest, Livewire
Descent System, Treestrap and
Vertical Climbing Belt. White
noted both the Tree Spider vest
and harness integrate with all
2011 Scent Blocker jackets. The
Spider Monkey Backpack is also
new and can be clipped to the
Tree Spider Speed harness or
Vest using Spider Speed Clips.

“We’ve had a lot of interest in the new Spider line and we’ve written more orders this
year than we have in the past,”White told ArrowTrade.“This is a key show for us because
it brings together more than 400 of the best archery dealers in the country and their
input is important to us for product development and for feedback on existing prod-
ucts.These people are our key link
to the consumer,” White added.
Additional information on the
Tree Spider Safety System or any
of the products manufactured by
Robinson Outdoors can be
obtained by calling the company
at (507) 263-2885.

Eric Griggs (right in blue shirt)
of Scott Archery discusses his
company’s new releases with
Bryan Schertz from On Target
Archery located in Canton, Texas.
Griggs said the new Scott
Silverhorn release features a
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spring loaded hood, and a new trigger design with a five hole,
length adjustment feature.It is available with a Nylon Connector
System (NCS) as well. Griggs told ArrowTrade for 2011, Scott
Archery has also come out with the new Longhorn HEX, a back
tension release that can be shot by anyone without the fear of a
misfire. Griggs noted that Custom Bow Equipment, a division of
Scott Archery, is offering the new TEK Hunter XL Bow Sight that
provides hunters the versatility of a multi-pin hunting sight
combined with the long range accuracy of a single pin
adjustable sight.
Additional infor-
mation on these
or any Scott
Archery products
can be obtained
by calling (866)
224-6351.

Scott Archery
Releases shown
left to right are the
Silverhorn NCS, Silverhorn and Longhorn HEX Hybrid Extreme.

Mike Sromalski (right in photo below) and Nick Jayne of
Diamond Archery in Wichita, Kansas look over the new line of
Hardcore releases from Tru-Fire. Sromalski told ArrowTrade the

new Hardcore
release is the
only hook style
release to
i n c o r p o r a t e
Center Pivoting
Te c h n o l o g y
(CPT) allowing
the head to
pivot fully 20
degrees side to
side so that the
release is per-
fectly posi-
tioned and
torque free at
full draw. The

Hardcore has a 4 ounce trigger pull and can be set for zero trav-
el. Sromalski also noted the deep sear (jaw) will not slip off a
string loop and that there are two trigger options:swept back or
forward. It is available in
buckle or an ultra comfort-
able hybrid strap. Contact
Tru-Fire at (800) 757-7586
for more information.

At right, Jeff McNail,
vice president of product
development at Truglo
Archery was busy dis-
cussing the new Tru-Tec
Quiver with the Mathews
dealers. McNail said the Tru-
Tec Quiver features a new
Positive-Lock patent pend-
ing mounting bracket, light-

weight aluminum construction and is vibration free. McNail
noted the quiver is great for mechanical and fixed blade broad-
heads because there is no foam in the cover which means noth-
ing can break off and interfere with the functioning of a
mechanical broadhead. The Tru-Tec quiver is available in
Mathews Lost,Realtree APG or black.McNail also noted for 2011,
Truglo has come out with the Deadenator XS, a new stabilizer
that features a soft feel technical coating and rubber molded
dampening fins to reduce noise and vibration. The new
Deadenator XS Stabilizer will be available in Lost, Realtree APG
or black and is engineered for top performance on hunting
bows. The 4.6 inch Deadenator XS weighs approximately 4
ounces and is designed to fit all bows. Call Truglo at (888) 887-
8456 for more information.

For 2011, Firenock is
entering into the ultra
high precision jig market
with the launch of the
Aerovane Jig shown
being held by Dorge
Huang, president of
Firenock.The Aerovane jig
is CNC machine cut and it
is solidly made from high
quality aluminum, brass
and stainless steel. For
convenience, it is
designed to work with
most clamps available on
the market and uses a
similar magnetic holding
system for both helical
and straight models. A
special laser alignment
module and two types of
supporting stands will also be available as an option. For 2011,
Firenock has improved the efficiency of its hunting circuits. The
new Hunting circuits are up to 2 grains lighter and 120-percent
brighter (initial lighting) than the 2010 models. Newly designed
circuits mean the Firenock can stay lit for up to 4-6 weeks com-
pared with the 2010 model which only stayed lit for 18-24 hours.
Under low temperatures, the new Firenock hunting circuit fitted
with a regular battery has been field tested to stay lit for more
than 2.5 months at -3 degrees Fahrenheit. In addition, all 2011

Firenock circuits are X-ray / EMR (Electro
Magnetic Radiation) protected, so there is no
need to remove the battery while flying with
the nocks on a commercial airplane. Huang
noted for 2011, the company is introducing a
new “I”nock with an intermittent circuit which
allows the nock to remain lit for 6 seconds
before it enters into a blinking mode.Outfitted
with a standard Firenock battery, the “I” nock
will blink for 7-10 days. Initially, the “I”nock will
only be offered with a red LED circuit and in C,
D, F, S, V and Y nock styles. Firenock can be
reached at (815) 780-1695.

Todd Williams of X-Factor was on hand to
discuss X-Factor products with Mathews deal-
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ers. Williams noted all X-Factor sta-
bilizers come in Lost, Mossy Oak
and Next camouflage patterns.
Williams said X-Factor has come out
with a new bow stand that weighs
just 3.6 ounces and was developed
for hunting out of a ground blind.
Williams said the stand is well suit-
ed for tournament shooting as well
and will fit any bow currently on the
market. It is available in Mathews
Lost, Mossy Oak or Next camou-
flage patterns. X-Factor can be
reached at (770) 874-0390.

In the photo below Jenny
Turner (left) and husband Jack
(right) of Family Tradition Tree
Stands share a laugh with Zeke Barrett of Barrett’s Hunting Supplies in Harrison,
Arkansas. Jack Turner said Family Traditions was improving its camo design to make it
more effective.“We went to a different company and they helped us upgrade our camo

products,” Turner told ArrowTrade. “We
feel we make the best treestands in the
industry because of the design and
materials we use. We spend a lot of
money on obtaining quality material
such as our powder coating. It is made
specifically for our products and it is a
heavy, thick, durable coating. This coat-
ing is expensive,but we’re fine with that
because we want our products to last a
long time,” he added. Family Tradition
Treestands can be reached at (517) 543-
3926.

According to Chris Holst (photo
lower right), Field Logic is offering its

popular Block target in a black model that presents a new, high contrast design to aid
in long distance shooting sessions. For 2011, the all new Block Fusion Crossbow Target
features a special high density core designed specifically to stop crossbow bolts up to
400 feet per second.The Block Crossbow
Target has a PolyFusion design to
extend target life and, like other Block
targets, offers four sided shooting. Holst
noted that Field Logic will continue to
offer its Hurricane Bag target for 2011.
Holst said the Hurricane features a
bright green target background, high
contrast Hurricane aiming points, and a
Tri-Core Technology for outstanding tar-
get life and performance. Shooters can
choose either the Category 3 Hurricane
which measures 23 x 25 inches or the
slightly larger Hurricane 5 model which
measures 28 x 28 inches. The back of
both targets feature an off-center deer
vital area that doesn’t line up with the
sweet spot on the front of the target so
as to extend target life. Additional infor-
mation on these and other Field Logic products can be obtained by calling the firm at
(800) 282-4868.
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Dave Larson
(left in photo at
right) and Reed
Culler, who are
shown with the
new Gamehide
Grid Lock Jacket,
were kept busy
with dealers dis-
cussing the features of the Mathews Edition line of Gamehide
clothing. The Mathews Edition Grid Lock jacket, pant and vest
are new this year and are made with HyperHide,a soft,silent and
windproof material. The jacket, pant and vest all offer a soft,
warm, high pile fleece lining on the inside for added comfort
and warmth.The patented sleeve, called the “Freedom Sleeve”is
sewn into the body of the jacket at an angle preventing the
sleeve from “crawling” up the hunter’s arm when drawing the
bow. Larson told ArrowTrade archery dealers have traditionally
not sold a great deal of bowhunting apparel but the Mathews
show has opened a whole new dealer base for his company.
“Dealers can sell a protected line of cloth-
ing and not worry about having to com-
pete with the big box stores,” he said.
Additional information on the Gamehide
clothing line can be obtained by calling
them at (952) 895-8740.

Cobra Bow Hunting Products is intro-
ducing its new ultra durable, compact,
Bushwacker Series of bow sights for 2011
featuring the Bushwacker LW,a lightweight
three pin sight with a composite head
design and the Bushwacker BW, a four pin
model with a machined head. Both models
are easily adjusted for windage and eleva-
tion and have .019 protected pins while the
1-3/4 inch sight guard assists the shooter in
accurately centering the target in the peep.
The BW model comes complete with a light
module. Adam Flod (photo at right) told
ArrowTrade Cobra is also introducing the
Serpent release for extreme hunters.
Shooters will have a choice of five strap
configurations including a new Pink camo

Lady Serpent model. The release head of the
Serpent is infinitely adjustable and offers a
thicker, weight balanced trigger allowing
shooters to easily find the trigger sweet spot.
The Serpent is available in an E-Z adjust model
which features a No Tools adjustment module
that rotates 360 degrees to eliminate bow
string torque and to provide custom length
adjustment.The Serpent All Adjust model has

a precision machined thin tip dual caliper release jaw design
that is ideal for string loop shooters and short axle bows.
Replacement straps are available for both release models. Call
Cobra Bow Hunting Products at (800) 352-6272 for complete
product information.

Chris Hamm, president of HHA Sports said all of his com-
pany’s Optimizer Lite Ultra sights now contain a Mathews
Harmonic Damper to reduce vibration after a shot. Hamm said
the Optimizer Lite has a new body style for 2011 as well. All
models in the Optimizer Lite Ultra Sight Series are constructed
from 100 percent machined aluminum and feature the compa-

ny’s signature green sight ring. The tool-
less micro windage adjustment system
and A.R.M.O.R. sight pin technology are
also standard. Hamm told ArrowTrade this
was the first year his company has been
represented at the Mathews Dealer show

“The biggest thing about selling
Mathews licensed products is that it has
opened up many products that I might
not have tried in the past. Because I’m a
Mathews dealer, selling Mathews
branded or licensed products gives me
the price break and accessibility that I
need to put them in my shop and sell

them at a reasonable price while guar-
anteeing me a reasonable profit. A lot of
my customers see the Mathews logo or
Lost camo pattern and they immediate-
ly have faith in that product because
they know if Mathews puts their name
on it, it has to be good.”

“Selling these products has defi-
nitely helped my business,” Rand con-
tinued,“ because if someone comes in
to buy a Mathews bow they’re less
inclined to buy the accessories else-
where and so, they usually buy them
from me. The Mathews name sells
because people have faith in the prod-

uct. I’ve found if the Mathews name is
on something, my customers are more
inclined to by it and this has helped my
overall sales because they trust
Mathews so they’ll trust the product.“

Tom Rand
Advanced Archery
Hilbert, Wisconsin

Serpent All Adjust Release 

Cobra Bushwhacker sight
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and that he was pleased by
the number of orders he had
written. He said the show
was beneficial to the compa-
ny because it exposes HHA
products to many new faces.
That’s Chris Hamm in the
photo at left. Call (800) 548-
7812 for more information
on HHA products.

Travis Theiman of Hold
Up Displays (in photo
below) told ArrowTrade he
was very busy and happy

with the dealer response to his products.“We’ve written a good
number of orders
and the Mathews
show has put us in
touch with people
who have strong
brand loyalty to
Mathews. As a result,
we’ve sold quite a
few of our HDO-1
bow hangers.”
Theiman said. He
noted his company
has come out with a

new stabilizer bow
hanger that will
enable a dealer to
easily display bows
in the shop. The
company can be
reached at (608)
435-6623.

Al Lintjer of
American Leather
Classics (right) told
ArrowTrade his
company is now
offering a line of
leather belts to be

sold exclusively through Mathews dealers. Lintjer said
the company also offers trifold wallets in the Lost
Camo pattern as well as leather coaster sets for drinks.
“These would make a great gift idea for a Mathews
shooter,” Lintjer said.“The biggest thing about attend-
ing this show is that we can display products Mathews
never sold before. We’ve been in the leather business
since 1900 and this is another product line for the com-
pany. We just got on board with Mathews and we’re
excited about the potential. We offer quality products
made in the USA and sold through Mathews dealers.”
American Leather classics can be reached at (866) 722-
4188.
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Doug Springer (right) of
Copper John Sights said the
Mathews show has been a good
order writing show for his compa-
ny.“Dealers come here ready to buy.
Mathews shooters want their camo
to match and if you want to be a
part of that you have to carry the
Lost pattern. By doing so, we’ve
increased our sales a great deal. In
fact about 75 percent of all the
camo sights we sell are in the Lost
camo pattern. This is the only show
we attend where the vendor is
treated as well as a dealer.” To reach Copper John call the New
York firm at (315) 258-9269.

Sam and Judy Collora of Mrs. Doe Pee (in photo below)
told ArrowTrade placing the licensed Lost Camo pattern on their
products has been great for their business. “By doing so we

gained access
to hard core
hunters as
well as astute
business peo-
ple so it’s a
win-win deal
for all of us,”
Judy Collora
said. “This
show makes
us part of the
M a t h e w s
team and
we’ve picked
up dealers we

might not have picked up otherwise,” Sam added. Mrs. Doe Pee
offers hunters a complete line of scents that are collected in a
sterile environment and shipped in a semi-frozen state to
ensure freshness. There are no preservatives in any of Mrs. Doe
Pee products and the Collora herd is continually tested for dis-
ease including CWD. They can be reached by calling (319) 385-
3875.

Kerry Verran (right in photo below) and Eric Bidigare of
KTech Design said they
received a very enthusi-
astic dealer response to
their line of Tech stabi-
lizers. The stabilizers,
made from 6066 T-6
aluminum, are CNC
machined to match the
structural integrity of
the Gridlock riser con-
figuration on Mathews
bows and to effectively
and efficiently dampen
bow vibration. Each sta-
bilizer includes a
Mathews Harmonic

Stabilizer or Harmonic Damper or both depending
on the model. All stabilizer models are available in
the Mathews Lost Camo pattern or in a military spec
black hard coat.A Mathews Harmonic Stabilizer and
two Mathews Harmonic Dampers are included with
each stabilizer allowing the shooter to adjust the
balance of the bow while maintaining their full
damping ability.Verran and Bidigare said they were
extremely happy with the way their products were
received by the dealers in attendance and that they
received a good number of orders as a result of
attending the show. Verran and Bidigare are work-
ing with pro shop owner Dave Andrews of Andrews
Archery in Frackville, Pennsylvania to develop an

entirely new line of stabilizers using Mathews Harmonic
Dampers and Harmonic Stabilizers placed in an offsetting in line
configuration. These
new stabilizers were
used by Mathews
shooters during the
show and Verran said
they were very excited
about how they per-
formed. It’s expected
these stabilizers will
be in production later
this year. KTEC can be
reached at (810) 516-
5352.

Whitetail’r is a
Wisconsin based com-
pany specializing in
scents and scent elim-
ination systems.
Company co-owner,
Chris Matheson (in
photo to the right)
told ArrowTrade two
of his company’s products were especially well received by deal-
ers. ScentPURGE 35 and ScentPURGE 50 destroy both bacteria
generated scent like sweat, mold or mildew as well as non-bac-
terial odors such as tobacco, and detergents. Both are budget
friendly units that naturally and quickly oxidize the molecules

causing odors. These units utilize
ozone technology to bind and neu-
tralize odor causing molecules leav-
ing behind pure oxygen atoms.

Fresh 48 is a line of deer scents
that are shipped within 48 hours of
the time they are collected.
RawESTRUS, RawBUCK and
RawDOE are lures that are collected
and shipped within hours of collec-
tion and shipped in bottles using a
special packaging process to keep
the scent fresh.Contact Whitetail’r at
(920) 526-3111 to receive informa-
tion on these or any other of the
company’s products.
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